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DivSeek, Emerging Ag, and the DSI Scientific Network

Some readers may remember that, several years ago, a scandal emerged when Freedom of Information
Requests documented that the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation was funding a Canadian for-profit
consultancy called Emerging Ag (http://emergingag.com/) to secretly influence Convention on
Biological Diversity expert consultations on gene drives.  Emerging Ag monitored expert
discussion and sent out suggested points to be made by a secret network of scientists sympathetic
to gene drives that participated as independent experts in official CBD discussions.  In at least
one case, EmergingAg even wrote the contribution of a prominent professor, who submitted Emerging
Ag's text as his own “independent expert” contribution to the discussion.

The revelation of Emerging Ag's activities directly led to CBD Parties' decision to develop the
procedure for avoiding or managing conflicts of interest in expert groups (CBD/COP/DEC/14/33).

The 2017 "Gene Drive Files" were somewhat accidental.  The ETC Group published the files because
it was very active on the gene drive issue at the time. But the vast majority of the FOIA,
including the most 'incriminating' parts, was work of mine.

I initially took interest in Emerging Ag because it also worked for DivSeek, the controversial
project initiated by gene bank directors trying to capitalize on the sequence information (DSI)
of seeds in the collections they manage (which are often farmers' varieties). In particular, I
was drawn to understanding the activities of Emily Marden, an American lawyer that works for
Loren Rieseberg, an American professor at Canada's University of British Columbia and a DivSeek
founder.

Marden was of special interest because she got the money for DivSeek's political activities. The
money came from Genome Canada as the “ELSI” (Economic, Legal, and Social Implications) component
of DivSeek’s larger grant. While soliciting the money, Marden had written of "exploiting
ambiguities" in the Seed Treaty (ITPGRFA) to Canada's advantage - an attitude that definitely
attracted my attention. DivSeek had plans to actively take part in ITPGRFA discussions, and I
wanted to know Marden's goals and understand her network. (Those activities didn't pan out very
well, but Marden has nevertheless been promoted to the DivSeek Board.

After the Gene Drive files were published and DivSeek made a failed attempt to formalize a
relationship with the ITPGRFA Secretariat, Emerging Ag had been seriously embarrassed and DivSeek
was in obvious disarray.  I turned my attention elsewhere and stopped tracking the two very
closely.

So it was an unpleasant surprise last year when I logged into the first of several webinars
sponsored by the "DSI Scientific Network", a project of the German culture collection DSMZ to
generate scientific input into the CBD's DSI process, and found Emerging Ag in an organizing
role.  At least they openly identified themselves to attendees, which was new.  I asked why
Emerging Ag was there, and its representative quickly responded that they are were providing
technical support to the DSI Scientific Network in the form of their web conferencing platform.

That was unsettling, knowing Emerging Ag's history of being a paid gun to influence expert
scientific processes ninja style. But I grew even more unsettled when I got the agenda for a
subsequent DSI Scientific Network webinar and saw none other than Emily Marden as a scheduled
speaker.
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I raised my concerns in messages and a telephone conversation with the director of the DSI
Scientific Network.  She is relatively new and was not around at the time of Emerging Ag's prior
fiasco.  I thought perhaps she didn't know about Emerging Ag's unenviable history because the
Canadian consultants seemed to me to be the worst choice possible for an entity to coordinate the
DSI Scientific Network. And while I disagreed with the DSMZ director on many things, I did not
(and still do not) think that she would stoop to the level of dishonesty that Emerging Ag has
shown itself to be capable of.

What I was told by the DSI Scientific Network director was that she didn't have enough time to
manage the practical aspects of organizing the Network's activities and that it had been decided
- it wasn't clear exactly how - to bring on Emerging Ag as contractor that would support the
network in administrative ways but, I was told, have no role or influence in creating the DSI
Scientific Network's expert outputs.

Of course that was not a very satisfying answer to me since I know that Emerging Ag is not temp
agency that provides administrative support, but rather a policy consultancy paid big money to
effect specific pro-business policy ends.

So I filed some FOIA.  Some of that FOIA recently came back from the University of British
Columbia.  It transpires that the director of the DSI Scientific Network and Emily Marden
independently found each other, but that Emerging Ag also worked to put them together, with its
Director, Robynne Anderson, penning an introduction letter, and encouraging the DSI Scientific
Network to invite Marden to speak at their event.  (Garden accepted, but for reasons that remain
unclear, cancelled at the last minute. Perhaps it was the FOIA she received.)

Identifying speakers and getting them on the DSI Scientific Network's seminar agenda seems to me
to go beyond "administration" and probably can be reasonably characterized, prima facie, as
entering the realm of shaping the network's outputs.

What else is Emerging Ag doing for the DSI Scientific Network in the guise of administration?  We
don't know, but I do know that this note will land in the inbox of several DSI Scientific Network
members, some of whom are old friends of mine.

I suggest that because the FOIA from the University of British Columbia indicates that Emerging
Ag is doing more for the DSI Scientific Network than simply providing administrative support,
that members of the DSI Scientific Network should ask their Director to publicly release the full
contract between DSMZ and Emerging Ag, and release all of Emerging Ag's correspondence with DSI
Scientific Network leaders.

Given Emerging Ag's history, a full release of the records documenting its relationship with the
DSI Scientific Network would be in the members’ own interest, particularly considering the
reputational damage that could be done to the Network and its members if subsequent FOIA reveals
that Emerging Ag is, or is planning, to manipulate outputs and/or is conducting undisclosed
lobbying activities under the Network's name.

I have posted my initial FOIA result, 115 pages of e-mail from UBC (note that 96 pages were not
released), here:

http://www.pricklyresearch.com/webdump/UBC/

Where there is smoke there may or may not be fire, but it's reasonable to operate using the
precautionary principle when dealing with known pyromaniacs like Emerging Ag. I hope to hear from
members of the DSI Scientific Network and that its leadership will make a full disclosure of the
primary documentation of its relationship with Emerging Ag.
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